
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CAPABILITY STATEMENT

CAGE; 95DZ2
DUNS:102503421

Mission Statement :To ensure that customer medical training needs are fully met in
order that specified skills are developed to the required standard.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

Our custom simulator services provide holistic
solutions that ensure your specific medical training
and educational needs are met. By fully
understanding your specific performance
evaluation needs we can help ensure that your
training audience achieve practiced competency
safely and in a timely fashion.

NAICS CODES

326299  All other rubber product
manufacturing.

339999  All other miscellaneous
manufacturing.

DEDICATED TEAM

What sets Valkyrie apart from the competition?

Our people.

Performance based processes.

Strategic and effective combination of unique
simulation technology implemented by an
innovative design team that are focused on
cost effective rapid implementation.

COMPANY OVERVIEW

Valkyrie provides unique medical simulation
systems, custom anatomical models and
educational support material for medical
institutions,medical product suppliers and
government organizations.

Our team can rapidly develop anatomically correct,
cost effective and skills development simulation
systems to help organizations establish or improve
their medical procedure performance. While our
core area of expertise is regional anesthesia we
are fully capable of providing systems and models
for an extensive range of medical procedures

As a women owned small business Valkyrie is
committed to excellence and creating innovative
and flexible solutions for all our clients.

CORE CAPABILITIES

Our technology experts analyze, research, design
and implement effective simulator based training
solutions in the areas of:

Procedural anatomy.

Equipment related technical skill development.

Performance validation, tracking and
measurement.

www.valkyrie-sales.com



QUALITY COMMITMENT
On time
To cost

To Specification

EXPERIENCE

IOVERA
Tampa, FL

Provision of a unique
anatomically correct simulation

systems for teaching and
practicing  nerve ablation of

the knee with IOVERA
equipment, procedures and
ultrasound guidance. The

system provides visual and
audible feedback when the

device needle is placed
correctly.

NOVA
Tampa, FL

Provision of a range block
specific simulators for

Resident training and practice
of ultrasound guided nerve
blocks. Included complete

educational package to
facilitate rapid learning and
skill development as part of
NOVA’s simulation centers
commitment to excellence.

VA
Sioux Falls, SD

Provision of a range of upper,
lower extremity ultrasound
regional block and spinal

simulators for their
ACLS/BLS program.

Simulation and educational support to over 500 medical teaching institutes world wide.

COMPANY PROFILE

DUNS: 102503421

CAGE: 95DZ2

SET ASIDES: WOSB, HUBZone

CONTACT:  Laura Nicholls

EMAIL: Laura@valkyrie-sales.com

URL: www.valkyrie-sales.com

PHONE: +1 866 330 0414

ADDRESS: 483 N Washington Street,Berkeley Springs, WV 25411
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